
daVinci is a software program designed to allow the creation and use of customized computer control 
screens with Audia® and Nexia® digital audio systems.  The function and appearance of the graphic 
control interface can be tailored to the exact needs of the user.  Individual or grouped sets of controls 
may be placed and assigned to specific system functions...or...component objects can be copied directly 
from the system design file into daVinci software, producing completely pre-assigned control surfaces.  
An array of drawing tools is provided for extensive graphic manipulation of controls, backgrounds, and 
labeling.  Control screens can be created with the ability to easily navigate between multiple pages of 
operation.  Once created, a control file is downloaded into the system, where it can then be accessed 
by multiple network computers running daVinci software.  daVinci cannot alter the system design, and 
control access to the system may be password protected.  System control may be provided using a 
combination of daVinci software, hardware control panels, and third-party RS-232, simultaneously.

ARCHITECTS & ENGINEERS SPECIFICATION
    The control software program shall allow the creation and use of customized computer control screens with Audia® and Nexia® 
digital audio systems.  The software shall allow function and appearance of the graphic control interface to be tailored to the exact 
needs of the user.  Individual or grouped sets of controls may be placed and assigned to specific system functions, or component 
objects may be copied directly from the Audia or Nexia system design file into the control software, resulting in completely 
pre-assigned control surfaces.  An array of drawing tools shall be provided for extensive graphic manipulation of controls, 
backgrounds, and labeling.  Control screens may be created with the ability to easily navigate between multiple pages of operation.  
Once created, a custom control file may be downloaded into the Audia or Nexia system, where it can then be accessed by multiple 
network computers which are running the control software.  The control software shall not alter the system design itself, and 
control access to the system shall be password protected.  System control may be provided using a combination of the control 
software, hardware control panels, and third-party RS-232, simultaneously.  Minimum recommended system requirements shall be:  
Windows® XP Professional/Vista;  Pentium® 4-1.5;  256MB RAM;  1280x1024 screen resolution.

The control software program shall be daVinci™.

Windows® is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
Pentium® is a registered trademark of Intel Corporation.

FEATURES
·  create system control surfaces for PC/touch-screen
·  place controls and assign them to system functions
·  copy controls directly from system design objects
·  customize control layout, function and appearance

·  create/navigate multiple pages of operation
·  restrict access to controls/pages via passwords
·  works simultaneously with other system controls
·  included free with Audia/Nexia software CD

daVinci™
control software

daVinci™ control examples
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